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•  What are webhooks and why use them? 

•  Defining events and parameters 

•  Securing webhooks 

•  Setting up webhooks 

•  Use case by persona: Developer & User 
Experience 

 



So… what’s a webhook? 



How it works 

• Events 

ESP Provider 

• Data 

HTTP Post 

• Action 

App 



One email, many possible 
events… 



Was the email successfully 
delivered? Or did it fail? 
 
Did the email bounce? And was 
it a soft bounce or a hard 
bounce? 
 
If  delivered, did the recipient 
open the email? 
 
Did the recipient click within 
the email? 
 
Did the recipient unsubscribe? 
 



Lots of  emails, lots of  parameters 



Common Parameters 

Event 

Recipient 

Sending Domain 

Message Headers 

Recipient identifying details 
(country, device, email client,OS) 



Setting up Webhooks 

1. Choose the desired data.  

2.  Set up the URI.  

3. Create scripts to capture data.  

4.  Finally, fill in the URI in the Mailgun 
panel for Mailgun to deliver this 
information to. 



Securing Webhooks 

A receiving URI must be public, so 
webhooks should be secured with a 
signature, time stamp and token to 
create a hash map using an API key to 
verify that the data is coming from the 
developer's ESP.  
 



If  you are a Mailgun customer,  

When an event occurs, we will send data 
about the event to the webhook URL you 
specify in the Mailgun panel.  

The data sent can be found at: 

https://documentation.mailgun.com/
user_manual.html#tracking-messages 





Use cases 

•  Tracking what happens to your emails 
(Developer) 

•  Tracking recipient engagement of  your 
emails (User Experience) 



Use case for the Developer 

https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/getting-started-with-python-
o#specify-dependencies-with-pip 

I want to capture 
bounce requests.  



Sample to catch bounce requests 



Configure bounce webhook in 
Mailgun 



Check Heroku logs to see status 
of  your request 



Check your email! 

Capturing the MIME from 
the bounce webhook data 

Message headers 



Use case (User Experience) 

I want to know how 
engaging my emails 
are by capturing clicks.  



Sample to catch clicks 



Configure click webhook in 
Mailgun 



Check Heroku logs to see status 
of  your request 



Keen.io  
https://elements.heroku.com/

addons/keen 



Resources used 

•  Mailgun  

•  Heroku 

•  Keen.io 

•  Articles recommended to read:  
•  https://documentation.mailgun.com/

user_manual.html#tracking-messages 

•  https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/getting-started-with-
python-o#specify-dependencies-with-pip 

•  http://resources.mailgun.com/webhooks.html 


